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“Beware the Snufflebust, My Son!”: Clough Williams-Ellis in New Zealand, 1947-1948

Robin Skinner
Te Waka Herenga – Victoria University of Wellington

Abstract

On a journey to see their New Zealand-based scientist daughter, Dr Charlotte Wallace (1919–2010), Clough Williams-Ellis (1883–1978) and Amabel Williams-Ellis (1894–1984) were initially reticent about their perceptions on New Zealand; however, this was not to last. During their visit, the Williams-Ellises travelled extensively and gave interviews. Speaking to a meeting of the New Zealand Institute Architects in Wellington, Clough was critical of the government’s state housing scheme, declaring that the houses were “just little bursts of sound, whereas they could have been linked up to make a tune.” Presumably, he was criticising the regularity of the suburban rhythm with its solitary houses sitting on individual sites and a material palette that included the houses’ ubiquitous concrete tile roofs. The Assistant Director of Housing, Reginald Hammond, and the Minister of Housing, Robert Semple, were swift to react, with the minister declaring Williams-Ellis to be a “snivelling snufflebuster.” Others leapt to Williams-Ellis’ defence. The exchange was reported throughout Australasia. This paper discusses response to Williams-Ellis’ criticism in a locale where architectural visitors were rare, and where criticism from the home country was rarely welcome.

In 1947 the British architect Clough Williams-Ellis (1883–1978) and his wife Amabel Williams-Ellis (née Strachey) (1894–1984) embarked on a tour of Australia and New Zealand for several months’ duration under the auspices of the British Council. Well-known through their publications and media profile, the Williams-Ellises gave numerous talks and interviews while in the antipodes. This paper focuses, in particular, on comments Clough Williams-Ellis made on New Zealand state housing and the response this provoked.

In Australia

The Williams-Ellises arrived at Freemantle on the S.S. Antenor on 28 October for a month-long visit of Australia. Their forthright observations were reported. Amabel’s provocative statement that Australian women were over-worked and should restrict their housekeeping duties to 60 hours rather than to the 75 hours that they already undertook was widely published.
in Australia and New Zealand. Clough lectured to the Victoria League in Adelaide, to the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects in Melbourne and to the NSW branch of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects in Sydney. He was critical of Adelaide’s sprawling suburban development, which was in line with his future pronouncements on other development in the antipodes. His verdict on the Sydney site was reported:

Sydney’s Site Superb: Although he had not had a great deal of time to view the City of Sydney he was already satisfied that it possessed the finest site in the world. Stockholm and Venice paled into significance [sic] beside it. The city undoubtedly possessed a great future. Things can be done if enough people desire it and want to do it passionately enough. The Plan for Sydney development which is being prepared by the Cumberland County Council was only just in time. “Be bold,” he said, “in your undoing, as well as in your doing.” He would look forward to coming back to Sydney in the future to see its development even if at that time he should only be an astral body.

In his autobiography, Clough wrote that they “whizzed around [Australia] for a few weeks seeing all the places and people that they possibly could, from academics and sheep-ranchers to tycoons and, of course, architects.” He added that upon departing Australia on 28 November, he delivered his verdict on Sydney:

But the country, as a whole, despite a quite inadequate group of first-rate technicians, I found most dangerously “un-planning” minded. Being asked by an enquiring reporter with pencil poised, on embarking at Sydney for New Zealand, for my reactions to “our great city and wonderful harbour,” I replied, “Only if you undertake that whatever I say shall appear at unedited.” That being promised, I dictated my brief valedictory message:

By God what a site!
By man what a mess!

And he kept his word – as subsequent press reverberations made abundantly clear.

This present research has yet to locate this account in Australian newspapers, although his comment appeared in the New Zealand press shortly afterwards. This barbed observation was obviously at odds with the earlier, more couched statement that he had made in Sydney,
which is quoted above. Comments voiced during the New Zealand tour would draw similar controversy.

**To New Zealand**

The Williams-Ellises arrived in Wellington on 2 December on the *TSS Wahine*. While their journey was in part a holiday, an exploration of the distant region of the empire and an outreach to the architects and planners there, the principal reason for their journey was to visit their daughter New Zealand, Charlotte (1919–2009), who was due to give birth to twins in Hamilton. Clough had recently stepped down from his brief Chairmanship of the Stevenage New Town Development Corporation – a position he found himself ill-suited to. The Williams-Ellises had two other children: Susan (1918–2007), and a son, Christopher (1923–1944), who had died at Cassino. In 1945 Charlotte had married a fellow scientist, and New Zealander, Lindsey Wallace in London before moving to his homeland the following year. Lindsey and Charlotte were both then working at the Ruakura Animal Research Station. Their twins were born two weeks prior to the arrival of their British grandparents. After being welcomed to Wellington by Joe Heenan, the Under-Secretary of the Internal Affairs Department, the Williams-Ellises quickly made their way northwards to their daughter and her family.

Clough and Amabel Williams-Ellis were also familiar names in New Zealand. He was an outspoken commentator on architecture and town planning and his publications were readily available. She was a regular contributor to *The Spectator* and her views on various matters were frequently reported. Clough gave lectures on architecture and planning and both husband and wife gave radio talks, with Amabel speaking on the work of scientists in the “Broadcasts to Schools” radio programme. In a land where visiting architects from abroad were a rare occurrence, Clough’s comments the country’s architecture would draw much interest.

**In Wellington**

The Williams-Ellises returned to Wellington in late January. Clough studied the proposed town plan for Upper Hutt, viewing that region from air and on the ground. The Mayor of Upper Hutt, E.W. Nicholas, reported that while it was impossible for Clough to report on the details of the scheme in the time available, he had expressed general agreement with the proposed plans. Contemporary photographs indicate that Upper Hutt was then still a rural town, with little of the proposed works begun.
On 28 January the Williams-Ellises were given a civic reception by the Wellington Mayor, William Appleton, with the Prime Minister and the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Sir Patrick Duff, in attendance. That night, Clough spoke to the Wellington branch of the New Zealand Institute of Architects (NZIA) where he made critical observations on the government’s state housing. This programme, which paralleled British council housing developments, had constructed some 26,000 detached state houses across the country in addition to large housing blocks in Dixon Street, Wellington, and Greys Avenue, Auckland, and medium-size blocks planned for Wellington.19 The morning press reported his comments:

The speaker said he thought that the State houses were good, but they failed by being peppered about – not integrated. They were a very good example of how variety can become tedious – lots of trouble to change the colour of the roofs, and the patterns, etc, to no real effect. With a little more care and ingenuity, the houses could have been linked up, and something more made of them.

“As they are today,” said Mr. Williams-Ellis, “they’re just little spurts of sound, whereas they could have been linked up to make a tune. They are, however, a treat to what had been going on up till the war, and the point from which you could build up something more suited to your climate and background…” Pisé would give a feeling of solidity; the aspect of not being here today and gone tomorrow, which a timber house tends to give you. A pisé house built from suitable soil near at hand rises like a lark from the furrow.”20

It seems almost certain that the Williams-Ellises would have also seen the recent Hayes Paddock development in Hamilton when visiting their daughter.21 Constructed between 1939 and 1945, this was planned as a garden suburb of more than 200 detached state houses.22 There were other state houses erected in Hamilton and elsewhere as well.23 Clough’s survey of the Hutt Valley, perhaps, more strongly contributed to his perceptions of the government’s housing scheme. It was later reported that at Lower Hutt he had seen “the rather dreary effect … [of] the massing of new State houses in huge blocks across the valley and up into the hills,” which raised the ire of that city’s Mayor, E.P. Hay.24 The observations on state housing that he made to the members of the NZIA were reprinted throughout the country.25

A Snivelling Stufflebuster

The following day, G.W. Albertson, the Director of Housing Construction in the government Public Works Department, retired after 40 years of government service.26 This department
oversaw the government’s state housing programme. His farewell function was attended by
the Prime Minister, the Minister of Works, Robert (Bob) Semple (1873–1955), and the
Assistant Director of the Housing Construction Department, Reginald Hammond. Semple
could not resist making an oblique reference to Williams-Ellis’ statement on state housing.
Semple was quoted in the evening newspaper:

I am proud of the housing department... and I will defend it against all the snivelling
stufflebusters in the world. There are some people in New Zealand who could
never say anything decent about anybody. They were snivelling when they were
born and they will be sniffing when they are put in their coffins. … Notwithstanding
all the trials and tribulations forced on people by international gangsters, I can say
that New Zealand leads the world. It has done a good housing job as any other
country in the world, if not better.\footnote{27}

Inevitably, Semple’s spirited comment overshadowed Albertson’s retirement, to the extent that
the senior civil servant could justifiably have felt aggrieved. Semple was noted for his lively
language.\footnote{28} A New South Wales-born miner, he emigrated to New Zealand about 1903\footnote{29} after
being black-listed following strike action in Victoria. He was an active unionist on New
Zealand’s West Coast before moving to Wellington where he advanced his political career,
becoming the Minister of Public Works between 1942 and 1949 in the First Labour
government. He never lost his rumbustious manner and continues to be noted for his
“sometimes extravagant rhetoric.”\footnote {30}

The Response

Semple’s epithet, “snivelling stuffingbers,” was familiar to many New Zealanders then. The
expression “stufflebuster” is dated to Australia of the 1870s,\footnote{31} and in some quarters had
become part of New Zealand speech. Semple is recorded as using the term “snivelling
stufflebuster” from the mid-1930s onwards.\footnote{32} News services ensured that his comment
created a minor media flurry throughout New Zealand and Australia, with much comment in
the public opinion columns.\footnote{33} The leader writer in the Christchurch Press took exception to
Semple’s pronouncement:

Mr Semple cannot disgrace himself without disgracing the Government for which
he speaks and the people who have lifted him high enough to make a spectacle
when he falls. He has offended before, without being rebuked by his leader. The
Prime Minister can undo, so far as it can be undone, the harm done by his vain
colleague’s unruly tongue, and should undo it. It will be better for him to speak than for Mr Semple.34

Clough restated his views to a reporter from the Dunedin newspaper, the *Otago Daily Times*:

The State houses were much the best part of every New Zealand town and it was a pity that they were not more readily distinguishable. “They are a terrific boon to you. It is grand that they are so good when they might easily have turned out to be disastrous like some of our council houses at Home.” The one drawback, he said, was in the matter of grouping. “I wish that as much care had been given to this matter as to the designing, but, no doubt, that will be attended to in future,” he said. With careful use of colour grouping State houses could be made to play a much more important part in the planned growth, of the Dominion’s towns and cities.35

A few days later, the leader writer in the *Otago Daily Times* added:

But if the Housing Department is ready to listen to criticism and to accept suggestions, it does not need to await the arrival of a distinguished overseas visitor. The tenant or the prospective occupant of a State house can supply these. It is desirable that the settlements should be pleasing to the eye and that the individual houses should be aesthetically satisfying, but in the present emergency it is of prime importance that the houses should be designed for speedy construction.36

On 1 February the Williams-Ellises left Dunedin for Stewart Island where Clough had been commissioned to design a house of rammed-earth construction for Amabel’s second cousin once removed, Noeline Baker (1878–1958).37 Returning to the South Island a few days later, he mused upon the neologism to a reporter:

Mr Semple suggests … that I do not know much about New Zealand. That, to my regret, is unfortunately true though I am now repairing the deficiency most diligently in the hope that my knowledge may one day match my admiration.

I will confess indeed that I am still so ignorant that I don’t even know what a “snivelling snufflebuster” is except that – in Mr Semple’s opinion – I myself am
one. I have a great liking for vigorous sounding words that are new to me, and when they are abusive, as from its context “snufflebuster” would seem to be, I treasure them for suitable future use myself. But not of course until I have discovered the precise meaning, which consultation with several experienced seafaring men, who should I feel have known, has so far failed to reveal.

One cannot be too careful, for though quite possibly a perfectly proper expression for a Minister to use in reference to a visiting technician – against within his gates – it might not otherwise be thought good manners.\textsuperscript{38}

He then discussed how his criticism was meant to be constructive and that – like government officials in the home country – Semple should remain receptive to helpful observation voiced by a subject expert:

The possibility of course remains that Mr Semple has himself been misreported as I feel sure that I must have been, for in striving to comment helpfully on his department’s impressive achievements, I have been scrupulous to be far more polite than I ever am at home. But there the ministers who invite my constructive criticism well know that I have only one interest, and that is to help them get any job of work done as well as it possibly can be done.

It seems a pity that Mr Semple should be so impregnably unreceptive and consequently unaware of ideas that, in contrast, I have found my brother architects and town-planners in New Zealand eager to discuss with alert intelligence and an open mind. Actually, I have said so much in praise of New Zealand’s admirable housing effort that I feared I was becoming rather a bore about it, all my friendly comments being inspired by the feeling that any country that could do as well as that, might well do even better, especially in such matters as grouping and harmonious integration.

And so you could and should, and no browbeating by anyone will ever make me say that you have already 100 per cent. perfection when you manifestly have not – any more than we have in England.\textsuperscript{39}
Gordon Minihinnick (1902–1992), the cartoonist of Auckland’s politically centre-right New Zealand Herald, revelled in the controversy. Regularly making fun of the Labour politicians, he had often mocked Semple for his colourful language and particular hobby horses. Minihinnick parodied Lewis Carroll’s poem from Through the Looking Glass, “The Jabberwocky” with a cartoon entitled “Semplewocky” (Figure 1). Here Williams-Ellis was depicted defending himself, with vorpal tee-square at hand, against a winged-monster with a face of Semple. However, unlike the monster emerging from the forest in John Tenniel’s illustration (Figure 2), Minihinnick showed the “Semplewocky” rising above a sea of uniform state houses. His parodying text read:

When he spoke of critics of the state housing programme as “sniffling snufflebusters” he did not intend his remarks to be taken his personal by Mr Clough Williams-Ellis, the English architect, said Mr Semple.

Twas housig and the Semple cove
Did ire and mumble in the blab;
All snivel were the adjectoves,
And Aussie the vocab.

Figure 1. Gordon Minihinnick, “Semplewocky” (New Zealand Herald, February 10, 1948, 8). Reproduced with permission of the New Zealand Herald.
“Beware the Snufflebust, my son!
The jaws that gripe, the claws that scratch
Beware the Semplebob and shun
The Propagandasnatch!”
– Through the Looking Glass (sort of)

Figure 2. John Tenniel’s illustration of the Jabberwocky from Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There (1871). Wikimedia Commons.

Gordon Minninnick had trained as an architect which may further explain his particular interest in the housing programme. Prior to his full-time employment as a cartoonist, he was articled to Prouse and Gummer architects (later Gummer and Ford) for four years in the 1920s, and he had completed some architectural papers at Auckland University College. The image must have appealed to Clough, who – perhaps flattered by the attention – included the image in his 1971 autobiography. Nevertheless, when considered in the context of Minninnick’s
wider oeuvre, the cartoon must be seen as an example of his long-term opposition to Labour, and against Semple in particular.

**Making Up**

On 9 January 1948, as he departed for Australia to secure steel supply, Semple unconvincingly claimed that he did not know of the comments that Williams-Ellis had made at Albertson’s retirement function, and that his reproach was directed at critics of state housing generally:

> My remarks were directed at critics within New Zealand. I was amazed to read the reply by Mr Williams-Ellis. He put up a straw man, for I was not referring to him. I take no exception to reasonable, rational criticism, and do not object to visitors offering suggestions on housing or any other scheme, for I realise that no scheme or individual is infallible. We have to improve things by trial and error, and any help is welcome. I am sorry if I wounded the feelings of Mr Williams-Ellis. After I saw his reply to me I read his original statement, and take no exception to it. I will not go into details as to just what a “snivelling snuffle-buster” means at this stage, but if Mr Williams-Ellis will call on me, I will try and [sic] enlarge his Australian vocabulary.⁴⁵

Mr. Semple said that the blame for coupling his and Williams-Ellis’ remarks lay with the Wellington morning newspaper.⁴⁶ In turn, Williams-Ellis responded:

> Everything seems quite amicably settled now... I am glad it is not a quarrel between Mr Semple and myself, as that would be foolish. I am sure we would both be interested in each other’s points of view. We were both quarrelling not with ourselves but with bad building and bad planning. I am looking forward to meeting Mr Semple.⁴⁷

A week later the Williams-Ellises were hosted to afternoon tea with the Prime Minister, where Clough attempted to restore relations with Semple, who was then still abroad. “I await his return, and we will probably fall on each other’s necks. It is obviously absurd for us to be firing bullets at each other when they are meant for other people. I hope that the things that have happened will turn out to be the basis of a firm and cordial friendship,” he stated.⁴⁸ Presumably, Clough was well aware that his advice had fallen on unwilling ears.
Criticism of State Housing

New Zealanders did not take kindly to criticism voiced by visitors from abroad. Nevertheless, such people were routinely asked of their opinions, and many made observations. Several visitors criticised New Zealand housing through this period: less than twelve months before the Williams-Ellis’ visit, the editor of the Statesman of India, Ian Stephens, had been critical of the perishable building materials used in New Zealand,49 and ten years later Nikolaus Pevsner would make, what would become, oft-quoted criticism of its suburbs in a BBC radio talk.50

Reporting Williams-Ellis’ comments in 1948, a reporter in the Southland Times had observed the sensitivity of New Zealanders to comments made by visitors from the home country:

Criticism of the State houses are, however liable to rouse keen resentment from Cabinet Ministers and housing officials, who are extremely sensitive on this subject… Criticism [by Williams-Ellis] of the types of house and the effect of the scheme as a whole has been deeply resented. … It is apparently from the experience of visitors to New Zealand that although New Zealanders, especially their Mayors, politicians and Government officials, are happy to bask in the warmth of any praise that may be offered, they are acutely sensitive to criticism.51

However, it may have been more complicated than this. Support for Labour was waning, and they would lose the election to the conservative National government in late 1949. Semple, who was then 74 years old, must have felt the burden of his years, which coupled with an awareness of growing opposition to his party, could have put him under some additional stress. It is possible this may have triggered the response he voiced at Albertson’s farewell.

Williams-Ellis Reflects

In March 1948, Clough Williams-Ellis underwent leg surgery in Wellington.52 The Williams-Ellises were expected back in Britain on 22 May which suggests that they left New Zealand in early April.53 Later, Clough would recall his antipodean sojourn in his 1971 autobiography, describing the controversies regarding his comments on Sydney town planning and on New Zealand state housing. He further recounted that he had recorded six radio programmes, “a sort of testament, a planning credo and commentary with special reference to New Zealand’s many problems,” which would be played after his departure from New Zealand.54 “[I do not know] what was generally thought of my delayed legacy,” he wrote, “but as the New Zealand architects, like the Australian, subsequently elected me to honorific status in their Institutes, I
conclude that they were mostly with me.”55 In 1948 the Council of the NZIA accorded him the, then unique, status of “Corresponding Member.”56
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